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This conference is for Gammill and Statler owners and those individuals thinking about purchasing a 

Gammill/Statler in the future.  More than 30 classes will be offered in this 3-day event, including Creative 

Studio 5.0, Machine Maintenance, Free Motion for Beginners to 

Advanced and Computerized Classes for Beginners to Advanced. We’ll 

also present Gammill’s most recent computer updates! Thread, batting, 

Gammill accessories and quilting technology vendors will be on site! 

The cost of this conference is only $450.00 which includes all of your 

classes, beverage service, continental breakfast and lunch in the Glen 

Restaurant on Saturday and Sunday.  Space is limited for this event.  

Room cost at the Wyndham for conference is $115.00/night plus tax. This 

cost is for a single or double room.  Please book for a single room if you 

are staying by yourself.  There is a limited amount of rooms available at 

the conference center.  There is other lodging available within the area if 

you are unable to get your room booked.  When calling the conference 

center tell them you are booking for the East Coast Gammill/Statler 

Conference.  

The Yellow Tavern and Grill is available in the conference center that serves food and alcohol if you would like 

to stay onsite for dinner. 

Quick Links 

Wyndham Conference Center                   

Threads Run Thru It 

 

WYNDHAM VIRGINIA CROSSINGS HOTEL & CONFERENCE CENTER 

1000 Virginia Center Parkway, Glen Allen, Virginia 

Call (804) 727-1400 to book rooms for only $115/night + tax. 

http://www.wyndhamvirginiacrossings.com/
http://www.trtiwequilt.com/


Class Listing 

HOW DO I QUILT THIS? 

GINA PERKES, 1.5 HOUR LECTURE 

The quilting process plays a very important role in the overall appearance and success of any quilt.  Oftentimes, we 
are uninspired or become “in a rut” when it comes to deciding how a quilt should be quilted.  Join Gina Perkes, as 
she shares with you the steps she takes when deciding on a quilting path to take. You will discover how to 
determine the style and function of every quilt and how to design and plan quilting to enhance each unique quilt.  
This class will feature a power point presentation with many photo samples of quilts and recommendations for 
quilting ideas in each.  Many different styles of quilts will be covered:   ranging from modern to traditional, custom 
to edge to edge.  There will be plenty of opportunities for questions and students are encouraged to bring 
photographs of quilts they would like design input for.  

 

MAKE MINE MODERN! 

GINA PERKES, 3 HOUR HANDS-ON 

Let’s face it, Modern quilts are hot!  They provide a beautiful canvas to showcase amazing quilting designs.  Join 
Gina Perkes, as she shares with you a variety of modern designs which will enhance your quilts perfectly.  Some of 
the designs you will learn include:  gridwork basics (an introduction to rulers), geometric patterns, modern filler 
designs, and more!  You will also gain many tips on decorative thread success, tension, trouble shooting, machine 
set up, and more.  This is a fun and stress free class filled with creativity and tips for success.    

 

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF LONGARM QUILTING 

GINA PERKES, 1.5 HOURS 

Confidence is the key to success in Longarm quilting and the best way to gain confidence is through learning.  Gina 
Perkes will help you discover the proper steps to take and share many tips as you embark on your new and exciting 
journey.  You will learn freehand exercises which will train you to become fluid in your free motion quilting and how 
to mirror image & execute shapes with ease. You will learn to love working at the front of the machine and the 
many benefits of doing so.   In addition to learning to quilt simple yet beautiful designs, you will come away with the 
basic knowledge of machine set up, trouble shooting, thread and tension tips, and much more!  This is a great class 
for beginners and is taught in a positive and stress free environment. 
 

GOOD STATLER HABITS 

JOAN KNIGHT, 1.5 HOURS  

Keeping the quilt straight, how to keep the ‘frown’ out of the bottom of the quilt, when to save and when not to, 
boundary, trim, and pattern colors, where to divide, when is channel lock a must, keeping customer projects 
organized, stitch in the ditch (sid) or not… all of these and more help us in our everyday quilting to make our life 
easier.  Class appropriate for any CS version.  Handouts provided. 
 

WHAT’S NEW 

JOAN KNIGHT, 1.5 HOURS 

There’s always something new with Creative Studio and that’s one of the things we love about it.  Come and find 
out what’s new or what you might have forgotten along the way.  Statler Creative Studio technique class. 
 



EDGE TO EDGE ANYWAY   

JOAN KNIGHT, 3 HOURS 

E2E is the basis of our business and there are so many different ways to do the same thing.  We are going to discuss 
e2e in both basic e2e mode and repeat patterns to give students a good comparison of both methods.  Each has a 
place in our quilting technique folder.  Using Statler Creative Studio we will look at alternating patterns, 
concatenating, fill, modern patterns and how each affects our basic edge to edge quilting.  Statler Creative Studio 
technique class. 
 

WHO’S AFRAID OF THE BIG BAD WOLF 

JOAN KNIGHT, 1.5 

The Custom Wolf that is.  Learn how to do custom quilts better and faster with the same quality.  Recycle those 
patterns and boundaries where ever possible.  Quilt out the borders in one pass and add a p2p here and there.  
There’s an easier way to get the same results. 
 

SAM PLAYING AND PLANNING 

JOAN KNIGHT, 3 HOURS 

Stand Alone Mode on your laptop is a huge timesaver when you need to show customers what their quilting plan is.  
Save time at your stitcher by auditioning patterns before you ever take a stitch.  This class is a hands on laptop class 
in which each student should have a laptop loaded with the latest version of CS, and extension cord and a wired 
mouse.  Class limited to 20 students. 
 

FREEFORM FUN - FEATHERS AND FILLERS 

KAREN MARCHETTI, 3.0 

Learn some of Karen's favorite free-formed feathers and how to adapt any feather to work for your comfort level.  
Then learn some of Karen's go-to fillers to really set off those feathers.  You'll learn how to stretch and curve 
feathers so they work in any area of a quilt but also hold their own beautifully.  Karen uses these techniques in her 
all-over feather quilts.    After lunch, you can use what you've learned to create your own all-over feather wall 
hanging! 
 

BIG BORDER BREAKDOWNS & OPEN SPACE SPLITS 

KAREN MARCHETTI, 1.5 HOURS 

Some clients like to add extremely large borders to their quilts to make them larger.    You instantly think what do I 
do with all that space?  In this class, Karen shows you how to break those borders down creating amazing textures 
while adding visual interest.  She'll also share some amazing ideas on filling large open areas of quilts creating 
secondary design features. 

 

SPONTANEOUS ART QUILT 

KAREN MARCHETTI, 1.5 HOURS 

Using (and sharing) your own scraps, non-cottons, fibers, and findings - as well as some brought by Karen, you'll 
learn free-form appliqué on the Gammill, as well as couching and embellishing while creating your own art quilt.  
This class is a blast and you leave with an awesome project!  No two are ever alike! 
  



FEATHER ME/FREEHAND CONTROL 

LINDA FRENCH, 1.5 HOURS 

This is a skillbuilder class.  We will begin with exploring various ways to gain more control of your machine. Once we 
are in control, let the feathering begin.  Learn to create feathers with life and flow.  Turn corners, undulate, curl, 
branch off vines, and fill any space.  We will also explore how to vary your feathers. 
  
Supply list: 

 Drawing paper 

 Clipboard (optional) 

 Pencils 

 Questions and samples of any problems you 
have encountered. 

 

FILL HER UP/FREEHAND CONTROL 

LINDA FRENCH, 1.5 HOURS 

This is a skillbuilder class.  We will begin with exploring various ways to gain more control of your machine. Once we 
are in control, we will learn various background fill techniques from grids to feathering.  Discover how different fills 
look against feather designs. We will also learn how to create your own background fills and how to choose the 
right designs. 
  
Supply List: 

 Drawing paper 

 Clipboard (optional) 

 Pencils 

 Ruler (12 in is fine) 

 Questions and any samples of problems you 
have encountered. 

THE GREAT FEATHER DEBATE 
LISA MARIE S SIPES, 3 HOUR HANDS ON 
Feathers: Either you love them or you hate them. And if you love them you want to put them on everything! There 
are several ways to do feathers; they can be long and thin or short and plump. The important thing is to find which 
way works best for YOU. In this class Lisa will go over the different types of feathers and how to stitch them quickly 
and efficiently with no spines or marking. Once you gotten the hang of the motions of stitching we will move on to 
simple variations that can make a big impact. Come to class prepared to have fun!  

BACK TO THE BASICS OF BACKFILLS 
LISA MARIE SIPES, 3 HOUR HANDS ON 
Are you a computerized quilter that is afraid to take the leap into free motion quilting? Or are you a beginner quilter 
that wants to add a little more "pop" to your quilting motifs? Then this is the class for you! Background fills are one 
of the easiest ways to give your quilting a little something extra. They're easy to master using the right techniques. 
In this class we will go over some simple background fills that will wow your customers. From swirls and paisleys, to 
echoes and double bubbles, we can cover it all.  

LINE IT UP!  
LISA MARIE SIPES, 3 HOUR HANDS ON 
Straight lines look so simple, but have you ever done straight lines that were truly straight? It's more difficult than 
some think, and less difficult than others! In this class you will learn how to make straight-straight lines with the use 
of a ruler, and how to use them to make a big impact in your quilting. Line-work is no longer just cross hatching and 
piano keys or backgrounds and borders; they can also be used as their own amazing design elements. Learn how to 
maximize the textural possibilities in many ways, including Lisa's signature triple stitch!  



INNOVATIVE QUILTING FOR MODERN QUILTS 
MARIE TALLMAN, 3 HOURS 
Learn how to adapt your quilting to be more “modern” as your customers begin to ask for a more modern 
approach.  Your Statler Stitcher comes with many designs which are very easily turned into modern style quilting 
patterns.   Join me and I will show you how easy it is to design your own unique quilting designs using Creative 
Studio software.  You don’t have to be an artist or a computer whiz to do it but I warn you it is addictive!   Step by 
step handout included. 
 
Level:  Intermediate User, familiar with CS tools. 
Laptop with mouse and CS 5.0 loaded. (Must have a wired mouse and extension cord.) 

 
HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT – CS TOOLS YOU DIDN’T EVEN KNOW WHERE THERE 
MARIE TALLMAN, 1.5 HOURS 
When you first got your Statler you were busy learning the basics.  As time passed you learned what you needed to 
get the quilts done and out the door.  There’s always a deadline.  We’ve all done it, we get into a habit of doing 
something one way and we don’t take time to learn a different way because we know it works and we’re up against 
another deadline.  Take a little time with me and I’ll bring you up to speed with some tools and tricks that have been 
part of recent updates and maybe a few that have been with us for a while that you may have been missing.  I know 
you’ll have a few “light bulb” moments.  Handout included.   
 
Level:  All 
Notepad and pencil for taking notes. 
 

LOADING FOR SUCCESS 
MARIE TALLMAN, 1.5 HOURS 
Ever unpin a finished quilt only to find a quilted “tuck” in the backing?  Or get to the bottom of the quilt to find a 
wavy border that was all but impossible to quilt?   Cheer up, it’s happened to all of us, especially those who quilt for 
others.  But it does not have to happen again!  Join Marie to learn some prep and loading techniques that will all 
but eliminate these and a few other problems from your quilting.  It doesn’t take any extra time or special tools.  It’s 
all about understanding how fabric and batting is made and how to load the quilt sandwich accordingly.   If you 
adapt these techniques to your quilting you will have professional results with every quilt.  Handout included. 
 
Level:  All 
Supplies:  Notepad and pencil to take notes 
 

FINDING YOUR INNER ARTIST 
MARIE TALLMAN, 1.5 HOURS 
Are you stuck?  Do you have quilter’s block?  Are you ready to move beyond pantographs and meander but have 
been disappointed with your attempts so far?  Come find your inner artist!  We all have one; we just need a little 
push to bring it out.  Take the first steps to developing your own style of quilting whether that is classic feathers or 
modern geometric designs.  You will learn many simple steps to get started on becoming a confident hand guider.  
Handout included.  
 
Level:  All 
Supplies:  Newsprint tablet and pencil to take notes 
  



FINDING AND KEEPING CUSTOMERS 
MARIE TALLMAN, 3 HOURS 
Getting a longarm quilting business off the ground can be a little daunting.  What do I do first?  What supplies do I 
need to have?  How do I price my work?  Where and how do you find customers especially on a budget?  Which 
strategies work?  This class will give you the answer to all these questions and much, much, more.  Marie will give 
you a workable step by step plan to get started…even on a tight budget.  You’ll have a check list to help you plan 
your business so it accommodates your personal needs and goals, not a one size fits all plan.  Marie will discuss 
potential customer relationship problems…how to prevent them and how to be prepared if they do pop up.  You will 
learn how and where to find good repeat customers.   You’ll learn how to build a reputation as a professional 
quilter, who is dependable and competent.  You’ll learn how to deal with competition in a professional manner.  
Then Marie will give you strategies to keep those new customers coming back even in an unstable economy.  
Handouts included.   
 
Level:  All 
Supplies:  notebook and pencil for notes 
 

CUSTOM QUILTING WITH CREATIVE STUDIO 
TAMMY OBERLIN, 3 HOUR LECTURE/DEMO 
Use your Statler Stitcher to its full potential to help you do your custom quilting.  We will discuss things like thread 
choices, batting, tension, etc.  We will share ideas in choosing patterns to enhance the quilt and help ease troubled 
areas.  Tips will be covered for floating tops, keeping your quilts flat & square, quilting borders and also doing 
pattern layout in CS.  *Please bring note taking materials. Beginner/Intermediate. 
 

WHOLECLOTH QUILTING WITH CREATIVE STUDIO 
TAMMY OBERLIN, 3 HOUR LECTURE/DEMO 
The class will start with a PowerPoint presentation & finish with a trunk show of whole-cloth quilts and samples to 
give you some ideas. We will talk about materials, batting, thread and supplies as well as choosing patterns and 
designing a layout for your whole-cloth quilt. We will cover several different methods for creating whole cloth quilts 
and projects utilizing Creative Studio.  *Please bring note taking materials. Beginner/Intermediate. 
 

BACKGROUND QUILTING & FILL  
TAMMY OBERLIN, 3 HOUR LECTURE/DEMO 
Want to get added dimension in your quilting?  We will talk about pros and cons of Fill and Trim in Creative Studio 
and also freehand background quilting options.  *Please bring note taking materials. 
 

101 WAYS TO BOOST YOUR QUILTING BUSINESS 
GEORGIA STULL, 1.5 HOURS 
Are you looking for some practical ideas to boost your quilting business? This is the class for you! Sometimes it’s just 
tough to figure out how to bring the customers in and make your business profitable. I promise to give you 101 
ways (you can count em!) to do just that. We always have a good time in class and you will have a very thorough 
handout loaded onto a USB Flash drive for your convenience. 
 

MACHINE MAINTENANCE 
JERRY SHRIEVES, 1.5 HOURS 
This maintenance class covers all aspects of the Gammill longarm to include tension timing, and basic 
maintenance.  

 



BORDER CROSSING 
GEORGIA STULL, 1.5 HOURS 
Cross over the border with ease! No passport required! Your fears will disappear and you will have perfect borders 
every single time. I have perfected a method that I call Easy Peasy Borders. Not only is it easy to do, it's easy on you 
because you can sit down during most of the setup and you will never have to turn a quilt!  You won't dread those 
borders anymore...you will look for ways to boost your income by making that a "semi-custom" quilt (borders with 
e2e center) instead of a simple e2e. Of course, I will provide a very detailed handout on a USB flash drive for your 
convenience. 
 

TAKING THE CUSS OUT OF CUSTOM 
GEORGIA STULL, 1.5 HOURS 
Custom quilting causing you to stress? Quite honestly, I don't do a lot of handguiding. Okay... maybe not any 
handguiding. That single fact drives me to figure out ways to make Creative Studio work for me! (I'm proud to say 
that my longarm guild members asked when I started handguiding!) I also want my custom quilting to be as 
efficient and effective as possible and I always want it to be beautiful. This 1.5 hour class is all about sharing what I 
have learned. A comprehensive handout will be loaded onto a USB flash drive for your convenience.  
 

THINKING OUTSIDE THE QUILT 
GEORGIA STULL, 1.5 HOURS 
Of course you can finish a quilt with your Statler!  But, what else can you do?  Prepare to be inspired as we think 
outside the quilt.  Honestly, I don't have time to piece but I do have time to create unique quilted items. I will 
provide ideas that are great for gift giving and will "advertise" your quilting business. Let's spend some time 
together to "Pump up" your creativity with your quilting machine.  Handout will be loaded onto a USB flash drive for 
your convenience and will include 6 free patterns to get you started. 
 

FEATHER IT UP! 
VALERIA HILL, 1.5 HOURS 
This class will teach you basic feathers along with all the variations in feathers and how to fill in those sashings, 
squares and triangles with some form of feathers. There are many ways to make a feather and we will explore 
those options. This class is meant to make you confident in your feathering ability and add a whole new 
dimension to your quilting. In this class we will actively draw and transfer this design to our Longarm/midarm 
machine quilting. Supplies to bring: Sketch pad and pencil. 

IT’S ALL ABOUT TOOLS 
VALERIA HILL, 1.5 HOURS 
This lecture/demo shows how using different tools can enhance and simplify your longarm quilting.  Learn how 
to do a beautiful custom work for yourself and your customers with the use of longarm quilting tools.  You will 
find new found freedom and creativity by using templates and working from the front of your machine. 
Template tools give you the ability to have consistency throughout your quilt.  Class handouts will be given to 
those in attendance. Supplies to bring: pen and paper. 

CREATIVE STUDIO 
AL HUTCHINS, 1.5 HOURS 
All you need to know about Creative Studio.  

 
 



STENCIL MANIA 
VALERIA HILL, 1.5 HOURS 
Being an artist is not a requirement for this class. This class is not specific to any one brand of machine. You'll 
learn background fillers and then combine them with stencils to show you how easy it can be to do beautiful 
and creative designs while working from the front of your machine. Don’t be intimidated with freehand work. 
This class is meant to give you more freedom and versatility with your machine. We will also discuss different 
types of thread and when their use is appropriate as well as batting and which is best for different applications, 
also making stencils and resources for accomplishing what we desire.  A large variety of marking tools will also 
be discussed. Samples will be shown and a question and answer session will follow as time permits.  Class 
handouts will be given to those in attendance. Supplies to bring: Pen and paper. 

PREPARING YOUR QUILT FOR COMPETITION 
VALERIA HILL, 1.5 HOURS 
In this lecture/slide presentation, we will discuss how to get your quilt ready for competition. We will cover 
thread choices, batting, blocking a quilt and sleeve attachment. We will also discuss what determines a 
winning quilt, what the standards are, why appraisals are important and shipping info. I will also bring and 
show quilts that have won at national competitions and we will discuss each quilt. There will be a question and 
answer session as time permits. This lecture is packed with great information if you’ve ever considered 
submitting your quilt into competition. 

IT'S IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND THE RELOCATE FEATURE  

AL HUTCHINS, 1.5 HOURS 
Each of the relocate options will be discussed and demonstrated showing how we can recover from any 
problem by understanding the use of this important feature. 
 

TRIM VS FILL - WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE?  
AL HUTCHINS, 1.5 HOURS 
These two features will be discussed and compared with 
illustrations of when each one should be used. 
 

HAVING FUN WITH THE ECHO AND DIVIDE FEATURES 
AL HUTCHINS, 1.5 HOURS 
Each feature will be explained showing the different 
methods and uses for echoing patterns and how we can get 
just the right pattern we need using divide. 
 

BREAKING DOWN THE BLOCK 
KAREN MARCHETTI, 1.5 HOURS 
Quickly look at a block and find multiple ways to break 
down different styles of quilting - from really quick to really custom.  Various samples in handout, along with 
stimulating creative ideas.  This class will definitely spark your creativity! 
 

CREATIVE STUDIO 6.0 
GEORGIA STULL, 1.5 HOURS 
A look at the new features in Creative Studio 6.0. 



Educators 
 

AL HUTCHINS 
For years, Al & Barbara Hutchins shared a love of fabric and quilting. They often 
worked together to piece quilt tops for friends and family. Then in 2005, Al 
decided to take the next step of turning his passion into a new career by 
purchasing a longarm quilting machine. He did extensive research and with his 
engineering background, he was naturally drawn to Gammill’s Statler Stitcher. 
His enthusiasm for this amazing machine and software impelled him to learn as 
much as possible about Precision Stitch and Auto Sketch. 
 
When Creative Studio was on the horizon, he was invited to be an Alpha tester 
and participated in the development of this revolutionary software. He officially 
became Gammill’s first Certified Creative Studio Instructor in March, 2008. 

 
Al has been privileged to teach CreativeStudio classes all over the United States and also in Canada, Australia 
and New Zealand. He especially enjoys teaching the basics to new Statler users. He has also created 2 highly 
successful series of instructional videos - “Understanding CreativeStudio” which thoroughly explains the basics 
for new Statler owners and also a series of 10 Single Topic videos that have more advanced explanations of 
specific functions for experienced Statler users. He and his wife recently moved to Lee's Summit, Missouri. 
 

GEORGIA STULL 
Georgia is a professional longarm quilter from Missouri. In April 2008, she became 
one of the very first Gammill Certified Creative Studio Trainers. She is also a beta 
tester for the software and that means she can teach the very latest version of 
Creative Studio from the first day of release!   Georgia teaches her students 
practical, yet creative ways to maximize the functionality of Creative Studio.  Visit 
www.heartlandquiltworks.net to learn more about Georgia. 

 

GINA PERKES 
Gina Perkes is an internationally award-winning quilter, 
author, and teacher. She was honored with IQA's Future 
of Quilting award. Gina has been quilting for nearly 
fifteen years and has managed to successfully balance 
her quilting passion with her role as a mother of three 
children. She is featured in Gammill's quilting ads and is 
proud to represent them as a national spokesperson. 
She has appeared on several quilting shows including 
Linda's Longarm Quilters and The Quilt Show. Gina loves 
working with other quilters, sharing her techniques and 
helping them find inspiration and gain confidence. 

www.heartlandquiltworks.net%20


JOAN KNIGHT 
Joan Knight is an award winning quilter, a Gammill sub-dealer and certified in all 
five Creative Studio versions.  She is a beta tester for new Gammill products, 
and she has won both national and regional awards for her machine quilting. 
Joan lives in Prattville, Alabama, and you will find her interviews in numerous 
magazines and books.  She is a member of the American Quilters Society and 
the National Quilting Association. 

 
 

KAREN MARCHETTI 
Karen expresses her artistry through drawing and painting and finds that quilting on the Gammill is very 
similar to both - she draws with thread.  Karen loves creating and designing her own quilts, and competes as 
much as possible.  She loves anything and everything creative - when she's not stitching you can usually find 
her doodling away!  
 
Karen pieced her first quilt top in 2003. One scrap of fabric lead to 
another and two years later she purchased her first Gammill quilting 
machine and opened Creative Longarm Quilting - turning her hobby into a 
business.  It didn't take long for longarm quilting to become her true 
passion as she brought her artistic background to her work, developing 
her own unique style of custom quilting.  
 
Karen entered her first quilt show in 2006 and won Judge’s Choice.  Since 
then, she has won numerous awards for her personal quilts, as well as 
client quilts, on both local and national levels.  She quilts samples for Judy 
and Judel Niemeyer of Quiltworx as well as RJR Fabrics, just to name a 
few. 
 
Karen is one of Gammill's famed Quilting Artists.  Her work has been seen 
in several publications such as Machine Quilting Unlimited and On Track! 
Magazine, as well as multiple Gammill ads.  She recently appeared on The 
Quilt Show with Alex and Ricky, and has special events on The Quilt 
Show's website.   
You can view Karen's work on her website at 
www.creativelongarmquilting.com  or you can keep up with Karen's quilting journey via her two blogs:  
Crooked Stitches (her personal work) http://karenmarchetti.blogspot.com and Creative Longarm Quilting 
(client work)  http://creativelongarmquilting.blogspot.com 
 
Karen brings a fresh open approach to teaching, encouraging quilters to use their passion to create and 
increase their skills gently while enjoying their creations the whole way. She offers private lessons in her 
studio and has opened her calendar to location teaching this year. Please contact her at 
karen@creativelongarmquilting.com for booking dates. 

karenmarchetti.blogspot.com
creativelongarmquilting.blogspot.com


LINDA FRENCH 
Linda French began hand quilting over 30 years ago.  Then I 2007 she 
purchased her Gammill/Statler and her adventure into machine quilting 
began.  Although she enjoys all the Statler can do, the freedom of 
freehand became a passion.  Her quilt “Circles of Life” has won 5 Best of 
Show Awards including AQS, MQS, and the Mid Atlantic Quilt 
Festival.  She has also won first place at IQA in Houston and Best 
Longarm Workmanship at NQA.  She is known for her free flowing 

feathers and background fills.  She also designs patterns for the Statler including the Undulating Feather 
series.  Her key to success “Play a lot and enjoy the journey”. 
 

MARIE TALLMAN 
Marie Tallman is the mother of three and grandmother of seven.  Her studio is 
located a short drive from the beach in Millsboro, Delaware.  She has been 
making quilts for at least 35 years and has taught basic quilt making and hand 
quilting regionally for many years.  An accomplished hand quilter, about a 
decade ago Marie realized she was not going to live long enough to hand quilt 
her accumulation of quilt tops.  After several less than successful experiments 
with machine quilting using her trusty Bernina, Marie decided there must be a 
better way.  Thus began the process of finding the right longarm quilting 
machine.  After a year of due diligence she became the proud owner of a 

Gammill Optimum with a Statler Stitcher™.  At about the same time, she left her day job to begin machine 
quilting professionally.  It has been eight years and roughly a thousand completed quilt tops since the 
Pinewater Quilting Company began quilting for others.   A good number of the quilts Marie has quilted have 
won ribbons for their owners in local quilt shows.  Marie is an Elite Beta Tester for Creative Studio™ software 
for the Statler Stitcher™ helping to test improvements to the software.  She takes much pleasure in teaching 
and mentoring new owners of the Statler Stitcher™ and Gammill quilting machines.  Marie is an Authorized 
Representative for Gammill Quilting Systems™.  Marie’s newest creative outlet is selling her digitized patterns 
for computerized quilting.  Marie shares her “good, bad, and ugly” experiences and quilting know-how 
through lectures and classes.  “I have learned many quilting lessons over the years, both by trial and error and 
by listening to other quilters who generously shared their expertise with me.  I hope I can inspire others by 
passing on this knowledge to my students.”  Marie can be contacted at: otispotus@gmail.com.  See the 
website www.pinewaterquilting.com for more info on Marie’s digitized designs. 

TAMMY OBERLIN 
Tammy Oberlin has been quilting professionally since 1991. She began free-motion 
quilting on her Bernina sewing machine, moving on to long-arm quilting machines in 
1995 and then adding a Statler Stitcher in 2005. She has a pattern design business 
and sells printed patterns and digital designs for computerized quilting systems on 
her website: www.tkquilting.com. Tammy is the Michigan Gammill/Statler Stitcher 
Dealer and owner of TK Quilting & Design LLC, with a shop located in Manistee, MI. 
She has been traveling and teaching for many years. Many of her original whole cloth 
quilts have won awards in national shows, including Best of Show at MQX 2006, the 
Gammill Long Arm Award at the AQS show in Paducah in 2007 and 1st in Merit 
Quilting-Machine at IQA in Houston in 2008. 

mailto:otispotus@gmail.com
www.pinewaterquilting.com
www.tkquilting.com


VALERIA HILL 
Valeria has been longarm quilting since 1999. She has won numerous awards for her 
quilting. Valeria has won awards at MQS®, Quilt Odyssey, PNQE, through NQS and 
locally in her area. Valeria has also taught classes at MQS®, Quilt Odyssey and Birds of 
a Feather.  Valeria has written articles for publication for the On Track! Magazine. She 
enjoys educating people in techniques and other uses for longarm machines because 
knowledge is power to achieve and accomplish what one desires.  Valeria does guild 
lectures and workshops. When not quilting or teaching, Valeria enjoys gardening, 
reading and bicycling. Visit her web site at www.valhillquilting.com . 
 

 
JERRY SHRIEVES 
A certified sewing machine repairman, jerry went to work on Gammill 
longarm machines full time in 2011. He has been trained and certified at 
the Gammill corporate headquarters in west plains Missouri and works full 
time in service maintenance and delivery of their longarms. The 
maintenance class he teaches covers all aspects of the Gammill longarm to 
include tension timing, and basic maintenance.  
 

 

LISA MARIE SIPES 
Lisa Sipes is a self-taught, award winning Gammill Quilting Artist whose work has 
been seen in several books, magazines, television series, competitions and 
exhibits worldwide. Lisa 
entered the quilting world 
somewhat by accident and 
never looked back..... she 
learned to longarm machine 
quilt for others before making 
her first pieced quilt top. Her 
specialty is making beautiful, 
heirloom quilts out of poorly 

pieced, "problem" quilt tops. Lisa takes a straight forward 
but laid back approach to teaching and likes to provide a 
classroom setting that is more like a gathering of old friends. 
She loves to encourage and inspire, and remind all quilters 
that the main objective of quilting is to have FUN! You can 
follow Lisa's needle adventures at 
thatcrazyquiltygirl.blogspot.com or check her schedule and 
portfolios on her website at thatcrazyquiltygirl.com 
 

www.valhillquilting.com
thatcrazyquiltygirl.blogspot.com
http://www.thatcrazyquiltygirl.com/


Schedule 
 

Friday, January 30, 2015 
Location 1pm-2:30pm 2:45-4:15pm 4:30-6pm 6-7pm 7-9pm 

Chesterfield Custom Quilting—Oberlin Hiding in Plain Sight— 
Tallman FULL 

Dinner Break  

Dinwiddie Border Crossing--
Stull 

Taking the Cuss Out of 
Custom--Stull 

Thinking Outside the 
Quilt--Stull 

 

Henrico A Feather It Up-Hill Make Mine Modern!--Perkes Hand Guided 
Workshop* 

Henrico B Big Border 
Breakdowns— 
Marchetti 

It’s All About Tools— 
Hill   

Breaking Down the 
Block— 
Marchetti 

 

Albermarle Fill Her Up Extended Class— 
French 

Gammill 
Maintenance— 
Shrieves FULL 

 

Brunswick  Having Fun with Echo 
& Divide—Hutchins 

Creative Studio— 
Hutchins Part 1 of 2 

Creative Studio— 
Hutchins Part 2 of 2  

Hanover Good Statler 
Habits—Knight 

SAM Playing and Planning—Knight  FULL Statler Workshop* 

Buckingham How do I quilt 
this?— 
Perkes  FULL 

  

 

 

 

 

Saturday Morning, January 31, 2015 
Location 8:30-10am 10:15-11:45 11:45-1pm 

Spotsylvania Finding and Keeping Customers—Tallman  
 
 
 

Complimentary 
Lunch Served in 

the Glen 
Restaurant. 

 

Chesterfield Wholecloth Quilting—Oberlin 

Dinwiddie  Statler 
Maintenance— 
Shrieves 

Henrico A The Fundamentals of 
Longarm—Perkes 
FULL 

Line It Up— 
Sipes (cont) FULL 

Henrico B Spontaneous Art 
Quilt—Marchetti 

Big Border 
Breakdowns— 
Marchetti  FULL 

Albermarle Feather Me—French Fill Her Up—French 
FULL 

Hanover What’s New?— 
Knight 

 

Brunswick Trim vs. Full— 
Hutchins 

Creative Studio— 
Hutchins  (cont) 

Buckingham 101 Ways to Boost 
Business—Stull 

How do I quilt this?— 
 Perkes 

 

Be sure to use your free 
time to check out our 

awesome vendors. 
Thread, batting, Gammill 
accessories and quilting 
technology vendors will 

be on site! 

 



Saturday Afternoon, January 31, 2015 
Location 1pm-2:30pm 2:45-4:15pm 4:30-6pm 6-7pm 7-9pm 

Spottsylvania Innovative Quilting— 
Tallman 

Hiding in Plain Sight— 
Tallman 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Dinner 
available in 

Glen 
Restaurant. 

 

Chesterfield Background Quilting—Oberlin To be announced  

Henrico A Line It Up— 
Sipes (part 2) FULL 

Back to Basics— 
Sipes 

Hand-Guided 
Workshop* 

Henrico B Freeform Fun— 
Marchetti 

Breaking Down the 
Block—Marchetti 

 

Hanover Edge to Edge— 
Knight  FULL 

Who’s Afraid of the Big, 
Bad Wolf?—Knight 

Statler Workshop* 

Brunswick Creative Studio— 
Hutchins (part 2) 

It’s Important to 
Understand the Relocate 
Feature—Hutchins 

Statler Maintenance— 
Shrieves FULL 

 

Albemarle  It’s All About Tools— 
Hill  FULL 

Stencil Mania— 
Hill 

  

Buckingham Thinking Outside the 
Quilt—Stull  FULL 

Creative Studio 6.0— 
Stull 

Preparing for 
Competition— 
Hill 

 

 

 

Sunday, February 1, 2015 
Location 9-10:30am 10:45-12:15 12:15-1:30 

Spottsylvania Loading for Success— 
Tallman  FULL 

  
Complimentary 
Lunch Served in 
the Glen 
Restaurant. 
 
 
 
 

 

Chesterfield Custom Quilting-Oberlin 

Henrico A The Great Feather Debate— 
Sipes 

Henrico B The Fundamentals of 
Longarm—Perkes 

Finding Your Inner Artist— 
Tallman 

Hanover Good Statler Habits— 
Knight 

 

Brunswick Having Fun with Echo & 
Divide—Hutchins  FULL 

Trim vs. Fill— 
Hutchins  FULL 

Albemarle Gammill Maintenance— 
Shrieves 

 

*These hands-on workshops have limited space.  Workshop registration is required. 

 

 

Class times listed are tentative.  Additional class offerings 
will be based on your preference selections on your 

online registration.  You may select up to eight classes in 
your preferences, however, your schedule will be based 
on availability, as some hands-on classes hold as few as 

five participants. Your final class schedule will be availble 
upon check-in at the conference. 

 

Blue indicates a hand-guided class 

Purple indicates a Statler class 

Green indicates a business class or a 

general interest class 


